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B ? ππ trigger
Trigger
CDF Trigger:






Electrons ( 4 GeV
 
single tower)
XFT: extremely fast tracks:
| pt | > 1.5 GeV/c










( R = 106 cm )< 0.0015 rad
XTRP: tracks distribution
Level 2: 300 Hz. (many asynchronous subsystems)
(e.g.):






Soft lepton  + XFT track
(using
 
SVT: informat. from XFT and silicon vertex detector)
Level 3: 30 Hz. ( Farm of computers)
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B identification
Several procedures:
• Secondary vertex, as, e.g. SECVTX method 
in CDF, with a tag efficiency of 40% and a 
fake rate of 0.5%
• Jet Probability algorithms, determining the 
probability that tracks inside jets are coming 
from primary vertex. The b-tag efficiency 
increase to 50%, but the fake rate is about 
5%
• Multivariate methods, as Neural Network 
Flavor separation using secondary vertex, 
impact parameter, vertex mass, multiplicity, 
decay properties,…




Using advanced multivariate 
techniques, adapted to enhance signal 
over background from correlated 
information of kinematics, identification 
variables,...
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• W mass, width, Branching ratios
• W, Z cross sections and asymmetries
• Top mass, cross sections, asymmetries, spin 
correlations, resonances, charge, FCNC 
studies,…
• Best precision mesurements of top mass, W 
boson mass
• Diboson production
• Triple gauge couplings,…
• Single top
ELECTROWEAK 
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Top physics
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W Mass
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W vs  top  Mass
Prospects with 10 fb-1
If ΔMw
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Dibosons

























1.1 pb. Test Statistic [-2ln(Q)]
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• Oscillations and CP violation
• Lifetimes
• Decays ( resonance 
structures, rare decays)
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CPV phase Sin(2βs)
Γ12 dominated by decays as: 
Golden channel: 
MH - ML
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CPV phase Sin(2βs)
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CPV phase Sin(2βs)
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FCNC B,D decays
FCNC decays are suppressed at tree level. For D0 it is also very much 











NSM effects can enhance the BR, through loops :






























Single event sensitivity: BR with NBs =1


























CMU-CMX Two-dimensional fitter. Each NN-mass bin is a 
single-bin counting experiment (shape templates 
from: MC for signal and data sidebands fitting + 
B?hh, for background)
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Observation of new heavy baryons
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2009:  emergence of a new particle Y(4140)
2.7 fb-1
unknown composition
These new discoveries yield a few events/fb-1 ==> new areas of research @ 10 fb-1  i i  i l   f  t /f -     f    f -
CDF
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HIGGS SEARCHES 






H?bb. Utilize VH 
production modes (gg?H drowned by gg?bb)









production channels can be incorporated
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• The Challenge: extracts Higgs signal from backgrounds 10 
orders of magnitude largers
• Trigger
• High pt leptons(e,μ) MET+Jets, t dedicated
• Lepton ID: optimized on large W/Z samples
• b-jet tagging
• D0: NN tagger based on b-lifetime information, with multiple
operating points
• CDF: Secondary Vertex and Jet Probability
• Background estimation is crucial
• MC predictions: W/Z+jets, diboson, top,…
• Data driven: mistags, QCD
• Control regions
• Advanced analysis techniques to separate signal from
background
• Neural Network, Matrix Elements, Boosted Decision Trees…
• Exhaustive checks in control regions
HIGGS SEARCHES 
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Physics Background: Many control 
regions to verify 
the modeling
Example: OS 0 jets
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Results: 




















































































 in a superdiscriminant
• D0
– Uses NN  ( includes
 




– WH? τνbb-bar included


























Example: CDF ME analysis, 2 jets
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• Results
Exp. Lum. Expected Observed
(fb-1) 95% CL limit/SM
D0 5 5.1 6.9
CDF 4.3 4 5.3
MH = 115 GeV
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Exp. Lum. Expected Observed
(fb-1) 95% CL limit/SM
D0 2.1 8.4 7.5
CDF 3.6 4.2 6.1
MH = 115 GeV
• Missing
 










































































































































































Exp. Lum. Expected Observe 
d
(fb-1) 95% CL limit/SM
D0 4.2 8.0 9.1
CDF 4.1 6.8 5.9
MH = 115 GeV
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OTHER CHANNELS ( low sensitivity)
Channel CDF D0
WH?WWW 4.8 fb-1 3.6 fb-1
ttH?ttbb 2.1 fb-1
HX?ττ +jets 2 fb-1 4.9 fb-1
H?γγ - 4.2 fb-1
CDF           Combinations
 
D0
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gg?H theoretical calculations (including two-loop
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Single-top
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Single-top
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• SUSY searches ( squarks, gluinos, chargino, 
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SUSY searches
•Charginos and neutralinos >160 GeV
•Squarks >380 GeV ( for all gluino masses)
•Gluinos > 280 GeV ( for all sqark masses)
•Stop > 200 GeV
•Sbottom > 250 GeV
•Limits on tanβ
 
& Beyond Standartd Model Higgs
Other models
•b’ and t’ >300 GeV
•W’ and Z’ >600-800 GeV
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? two identified taus, one high-pt
tagged b and two identified taus,  
or 3 or more b-tagged jets
? CDF and D0
– Search for peak in dijet mass 
spectra
? CDF
– Binned maximum likelihood 
fit using Mjj
? D0
– Train and cut on kinematic 
likelihood
– Use Mjj to set limits
MSSM
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? Search in top-pair sample
? CDF
? One high pt lepton, missing Et, >4 
jets, b-tagging
? Binned likelihood fit to dijet mass
? D0
? Search top decays in dilepton, 
lepton+jets, lepton+tau
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B? μμ
Prob   0.09248
2invariant mass / GeV/c











































Trigger: Di-muon for rare decays ( Dynamic pre-scale for a 
fraction of data)
Common pre-Selection to Bs,d ,B+: trigger match, good run, 
track and muon quality, silicon vertex quality, fiducial 
requirements to avoid regions of rapidly changing trigger 
efficiencies, kinematical cuts of B-hadron
Bs,d?μμ selection: 3D-vertex quality of dimuon, isolation, 
pointing angle of the B flight direction to the collision point, 
proper decay length significance
B+?J/ψ K selection: Invariant mass of dimuons, K track
quality, three track vertex quality, isolation, pointing angle
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B? μμ
) / GeV/c+(BTp




























+K-μ+μ →+ Kψ J/→+B
)|<1.0μ(η)>4 GeV/c, |+(BTp
hist: MC (pT re-weighted)
square: data 
 Prob = 70 %2χ
Monte Carlo Samples: Bs?μμ, to estimate the signal efficiency and train the NN, and B+?J/ψ
K+ to estimate some selection requirements and cross-check MC modeling of NN 
discriminant, both tuned Pythia+EvtGen
Selection: Neural network, inputs: proper decay length, 3D opening angle between B flight 
direction and decay vertex, Isolation, proper decay length significance, transverse momentum 
of B and μ
- We performed an unbiased optimization using signal MC and sideband data for background
- We made a separate estimate of the background for two-body hadronic decays, for each 
mass and NN bin. It is about ten times smaller
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Bs,d?eμ results
Systematic uncertainties on the limits of BR (Bs,d?eμ)
PRL 102, 201801 (2009)
Run II (L= 2fb-1) results at 90 (95) % CL:
Br(Bs
 
→e+μ-) < 2.0 (2.6)   x 10-7
Br(Bd
 
→e+μ-) < 6.4 (7.9)  x 10-8
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Bs,d?ee results
Systematic uncertainties on the limits of BR (Bs,d?ee)
Run II (L= 2fb-1) results at 90 (95) % CL:
Br(Bs
 
→e+e-) < 2.8 (3.7)    x 10-7
Br(Bd
 
→e+e-) < 8.3 (10.6)  x 10-8
PRL 102, 201801 (2009)
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D0?μμ results
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H?WW
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H?WW
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Signal: 2 energetic Jets 
+  met
(or LQ3?bν)






p anti-p ? High-mass resonance
?W+W- or W±Z°?e + MET+ 2 jets






p anti-p ? High-mass resonance
? Z’, G?e e















Signal: Z?ee + 2 or more jets + MET
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CDF Run II Preliminary
 -1
 L dt=2.6 fb∫
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